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Scouting is

Adventurous

Fun

Challenging

Inclusive 
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INTRODUCTION



This guide is for you if you are a Joey, Cub,
Scout, Venturer, or Parent who 

·Has just joined Scouts or is thinking of joining
·Has friends/family who want to know more
·Is an adult and wants to assist
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Scouting is open to Girls and Boys aged 5-24.

At Allambie Heights we currently run
sections for ages 5-18.

We are based at the Scout Hall on Roosevelt
Avenue but have a strong focus on outdoor

activities. Which means we're out and about
as much as possible, particularly during the

warmer months of the year. 
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NB: A youth member joining any of these sections is called a ‘Scout’ throughout this guide (not just 11-14 year olds).

5-8 year olds
5-6pm Wednesdays

8-11 year olds
6:30-8pm Mondays

11-14 year olds
7-8:30pm Thursdays

14-18 year olds
7-9pm Mondays

Our meetings are held during school terms at various times throughout the week
depending on the age of your Scout (4 x 10 week terms per year).
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FIND OUT MORE

Scouting is aligned with the 
17 Sustainable Development Goals
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https://sdgs.scout.org/#goals


PROGRAM



At Scouts all our activities focus on our core
values, the Scout Promise and Scout Law...

RESPECT
DOING WHAT IS RIGHT and 
BELIEVING in myself.

Scouts is not a competition but an opportunity for
each individual to do their personal best. 
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OUR EXPECTATIONS
Scouts is not a school environment, but
you will be asked to follow instructions.

 
We expect you to be respectful to your

fellow scouts and the leaders and will not
tolerate any violence or verbal abuse.

 
We may request children are collected if

repeated instructions are ignored.
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MEETING FORMALITIES

At the start and end of each meeting
there will be a formal opening where all
participants stand as still and silent as
possible, showing respect to the flag.

We are MUCH more relaxed during the
rest of the meeting.
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The Unit leader or an Adult Leader will direct a patrol to collect the flag, help them
unwrap it, and then take it to the centre and have the scouts salute with 3 fingers. 

The flag will then be placed at the end of the hall (any later comers will need to
salute the flag before joining in on whatever activity is taking place). During the
opening parade we also ask a scout to read an acknowledgement of country.
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OPENING 

CLOSING
Closing parade is the reverse of the Opening Parade, and often badges are

awarded as part of this process.



MEETING ACTIVITIES

Encompassing each of the eight elements of the
Scout Method, our youth members build the term
program, with some help from the leaders.

We have a strong focus on outdoor skills and do
many fun things outside including activities like
Bushwalking, Climbing, Outdoor cooking, campfires,
Archery, Games, orienteering, camping,
construction and many others.
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THE PATROL SYSTEM

We use the patrol system which has been part of scouts
since its beginning more than 100 years ago! 

You will be assigned to a patrol of around 5-8 scouts, plus a
Patrol Leader who is a more experienced Scout and a
deputy called an APL or Assistant Patrol Leader, who have
at least 2 years scouting experience. 

These two scouts will be the ones you can turn to for
advice when you first join scouts.
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OUTDOOR



At Allambie we really focus on the outdoor
aspects of the Scout Program. These are
detailed over the page with the 10 different
disciplines. 

Each of the activity types has 9 stages – and
you can work through them as you progress
through the group. Its not a problem if you join
Scouting later than another scout – its all about
your personal journey of progressing through
the levels – you are not compared to another
scout.
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BADGES



SCOUTING IS ALL ABOUT BADGES!

Earn outdoor skills badges or one of the other types
on the next two pages.

All badges involve a process called
Plan>Do>Review. 

Scouts plan an activity, either as a group or an
individual, complete the activity and then review
how it went. You can then submit a request to a
leader to obtain the badge for that activity.
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A special interest badge is from your choice of one of the 6 areas. 
See the steps below for choosing and doing one of these badges.



Leaders will want to see the evidence of the
Plan>Do>Review process if they weren’t present when that
occurred.

Older scouts can submit this request in Scouts Terrain for a
leader to review and approve.

Badges are usually awarded as part of the closing
ceremony.

Where To Put Your Badges
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https://nsw.scouts.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Youth_Members_Uniform-Layout.pdf


PEAK AWARD



Each section has a peak award that a scout can
aspire to. This takes work and determination to
achieve – so usually only a few scouts each year get
them. Will you be one of them?

Joeys: The Joey Scout Challenge Award
Cubs: Grey Wolf Award
Scouts: The Australian Scout Award
Venturers: The Queens Scout Award

The chart on the next page shows how to achieve
each award and how it flows to the next section.
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LEADERSHIP



Scout leaders and our non-uniformed team are all
volunteers, Allambie has no paid staff 

Our leaders have all undergone training. Some
have a scouting background, others had none
before they joined. 

On average, each leader has done a minimum of
30 hours of online training, and two weekends
away at a training centre. 
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Training is then ongoing and typically specialises
in an area of interest – i.e. bushwalking, alpine,

cycling, etc. 

Our uniformed leaders are from many different
backgrounds and professions. We have around

20 leaders currently. 

Over the page are some of your main contacts.
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Alethea is an outdoor adventurer who
loves going to places only your feet can
take you and believes climbing mountains
and sleeping under the stars should be a
part of every child's life.
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Emma is a teacher across early childhood
and primary, likes reading, bushwalking
and campfires.

ALETHEA 
Joey's Section Leader

EMMA
Acting Cub's Section Leader

Scout Name: Bilby
Email: alethea.white@nsw.scouts.com.au

Scout Name: Emu
Email: emma.vozzo@nsw.scouts.com.au



DEB
Scout Section Leader
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With fond memories of Girl Guides, Deb
was always keen to join Scouts when her
three children gave her an excuse to
come back. 

With a background in public health and a
particular interest in how our connection
with nature affects our health, she loves
watching Scouts embrace their outdoor
adventures as well as taking on her own.      

DEB
Scout's Section Leader

Scout Name: Bones
Email: deborah.mason@nsw.scouts.com.au



DEB
Scout Section Leader
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Nick is our Venturer Leader and in house
explorer, having trekked through
Patagonia, the Himalaya, and many other
far off lands. 

He canyons, climbs, caves, cycles, abseils,
skis, paddles and hikes and can’t resist
the call of the wild for more than a week
or two.

NICK
Venturer's Section Leader

Scout Name: Epic
Email: nicholas.white@nsw.scouts.com.au



DEB
Scout Section Leader
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Ed is a Cyber Security Specialist by day,
but outside of work he enjoys
Bushwalking, Skiing, Mountain biking.

He is working towards qualifications in all
of these so he can take Scouts on more
adventurous journeys in the future.

ED
Group Leader

Scout Name: Strider
Email: ed.sawkins@nsw.scouts.com.au
Phone: 0466 954 636



UNIFORM



WE ALL WEAR A UNIFORM

It should instil a sense of pride in a
scout to wear the uniform.

We ask that it is treated with respect
and worn at ALL scouting events
(especially ones within the community)
unless it's specified that uniform is not
required for an activity (eg swimming).
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Tan pants or shorts +
Scout belt for

Jamboree's and other
official events.

 

Enclosed shoes. 
 

Including camps and
waterside activities
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Button down shirt
appropriate for your

age section.
 

details over page

What You Need To Supply



PURCHASE HERE

allambiescouts.org.au

Shirts with coloured shoulders for each section are
available at the Scout shop. Please select the
button down shirt not the polo top.

Joeys: red/brown
Cubs: yellow
Scouts: green 
Venturers: red
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You can also ask other parents for 2nd hand uniforms as their scouts move up sections.

https://sdgs.scout.org/#goals
https://scoutshop.com.au/t/uniforms/


Your Scarf and Woggle. This is given when you are
‘invested’ – usually within your first term of joining. 
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Your badges – this is the ‘standard’ badges such as the
world/Australian/region scout badges, the Allambie
name tape and then any badges that you earn.

What We Will Supply



THE SYSTEMS WE USE TO
STAY PAPERLESS
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Used for consent for ANY activity that we run away from the hall. It
contains each Scout’s medical info (allergies, medication etc). Each
time we run an activity the defined parent is sent a request to review
and accept the event consent. Please ENSURE to upload a recent
picture of your Scout.

If the event requires payment this can be made via Operoo.
Please ensure to accept events in a timely manner so that leaders
have time to plan. if you are not able to attend - please decline the
event.  
Operoo has the ability to have more than one parent/carer setup to
accept activities, but defaults to one. 

Click HERE to
access Operoo

OPEROO

https://groups.operoo.com/
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Each scout is assigned a Scouts Terrain account. 

This system is used to track their progression through the
program and award the appropriate badges.

As it's a little tricky to use we only expect our older Scouts and
Venturers to actively use it (a hard copy book is also available
from the scout shop).Click HERE to

access Terrain

TERRAIN

https://terrain.scouts.com.au/


We have a parent WhatsApp group for each section which we
use for any last minute changes to plans. It's important you join
this group as soon as possible.

Please ask your section leader to add you. Multiple parents can
be added to the WhatsApp group.

We use WhatsApp to communicate cancelled activities or
changes due to weather, lateness etc. 
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WHATSAPP



IMPORTANT DATES
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SIRIUS CUP (Scout Section)
Water activities at Camp Balmoral.

APRIL

SCOUT HIKE (Scout Section)
Annual lightweight hike / camp.

MAY

DRAGON SKIN (Venturer Section)
Annual lightweight hike / camp.

JUNE

CUBOREE
All Australian Cubs

2023

STATE  RALLY (Scout Section)
Annual lightweight hike / camp.

SNOW  TRIP (All Sections)
Annual family trip to Jindabyne

GROUP BBQ (All Sections)
Family BBQ get together.

AUGUST

DECEMBER

AUGUST

JAMBOREE
All Australian Scouts

2025

3 YEARLY EVENTS



FEES



You will receive two different payment requests
when joining Scouts.

 
SCOUTS NSW MEMBERSHIP

Currently $250 per year 
This will be invoiced by Scouts NSW to be 

paid annually or quarterly.  Active Kids Vouchers can be used. 
 

ALLAMBIE SCOUTS FEES
Currently $70 per quarter.

This invoice will be emailed from Allambie Scouts.
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We know Scouts is a worthwhile investment in your
child's future. However we also realise families can

struggle from time to time. 
 

If you are experiencing genuine financial hardship please
contact us before withdrawing your child from Scouts as

we have an assistance fund available.
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FOR PARENTS



When you drop your child to a scouting event, there must
be two adults present. 

Please ensure there is at least one qualified uniformed
leader (coloured square badge on each shoulder) and a
2nd adult present. 

The easiest way is to ask if the leader is ready and able to
take responsibility for your child before you leave. 

This rule is mandated by the Scouts movement for
protection of both the youth members and also the adults.
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IMPORTANT



VOLUNTEER
Please volunteer at least once per

term. It is expected that all families
participate (with their Scout). 

 
We do various community events
such as the monthly Lions BBQ at

Manly Markets.
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CONSIDER JOINING US AS A...
Parent Helper
Assisting on occasion with weekly activities, or adhoc events such as camps
(apply using the form on the next page)

'Back Office' Team Member
Assisting with things like hall hiring admin, hall maintenance, gear maintenance,
fund raising etc (contact us)

Trained Uniformed Leader 
It's super fun and you don’t need ANY scouting experience. Put in as much or little
time as you like (we suggest 2 hours per week + 2 meetings per month). We do
ask you to complete your training within 12 months. Chat to one of the leaders for
more information.
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https://nsw.scouts.com.au/adult-helper-application

https://nsw.scouts.com.au/adult-helper-application


Allambie Scout Hall
Its a pretty cool space and when its not being used

by Scouts - its available to hire.
 

We have regular groups such as Yoga and Fitness
training that utilise our hall

 
     If you would like to hire the Hall for a party or

event - please see
https://allambiescouts.org.au/bookings/.
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Make sure you are in your child’s section Whatsapp group
for last minute updates and communication.

Join the group facebook page HERE
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STAY IN TOUCH...

https://www.facebook.com/1stAllambieHeightsScouts


JOINING



If you haven’t already joined, please fill in THIS
form to make sure there is a space available.

 
Once we confirm your spot, please fill in  the

Scouts Membership application.
 

Once your membership is accepted you will start
a 6 week trial to make sure Scouts is a good fit

before being accepted as a full member (you don’t
need to buy a uniform during the trial period).
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https://allambiescouts.org.au/join
https://nsw.scouts.com.au/youth-membership-application/
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